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Abstract-In this paper, transforming the symplecticity of a difference scheme into the closedness 
of some differential l-form and using the Poincare Lemma on closed differential forms, the author 
deduces directly the existence of formal energy (as a power series in stepsize) of any symplectic 
scheme for Hamiltonian systems (Theorem l), and then proves its non-conservativity of the original 
energy (&mark 1). According to Theorem 1, the revertible symplectic schemes are characterized 
(Corollary 1 and 2). Theorem 2 gives the formulae for calculation of the first three terms of formal 
energy, then a few examples are displayed. For the composition of two symplectic schemes, the author 
obtains the valuable formulae of the first three terms of its formal energy (Theorem 3). Finally, as 
an application of Theorem 3, two examples are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known that the phase flow {gt, t E R} of any Hamiltonian system 
g = JVH(Z), Z E R2n, (1) 
where J = on -4% 
[ 1 I, 0, , H : R2” + R’ is a smooth function and V is the gradient operator, is 
a one-parameter group of canonical (symplectic) diffeomorphisms, i.e., the Jacobian of gt with 
respect to 2 satisfies 
[!@]‘J[?@] = J, 
for any H and all t. [l] 
DEFINITION 1. A difference scheme compatible with (1) is said to be symplectic iff its step- 
transition operator G’ : R2” + R2” is symplectic, i.e., 
[T]‘J[!?$] =J, 
for any Hamiltonian function H and all sufficiently small step-size r (see [2]). 
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DEFINITION 2. A difference scheme compatible with (1) is said to be revertible iff its step- 
transition operator G’ : R2” 4 R2n satisfies 
G-’ o G’ = id, (3) 
for any Hamiltonian function H and all sufficiently small step-size r (see [3,41). 
Symplectic schemes are experimentally available [5,6]. In the Hamiltonian way, Tang inves- 
tigated the special dynamical systems-geodesic flows on compact surfaces and Kepler motion 
(which are regarded as quasi-periodic). The numerical results showed the superiority of sym- 
plectic schemes over nonsymplectic ones, especially, in structural, global and long-term tracking 
capabilities. Also, a striking outcome was that the numerical energies undulated up and down in 
small neighborhoods of the corresponding factual energies, respectively [6,7]. 
On investigating the calculus of generating functions, Feng showed the existence of formal 
energy of symplectic schemes constructed via the generating function [8]. For special Hamiltonian 
systems with separate Hamiltonian functions, Yoshida proved the existence of formal energy of 
symplectic schemes. He used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula on the Lie series [9]. 
In this paper, transforming the symplecticity of a difference scheme into the closedness of some 
differential l-form and using the Poincart? lemma on closed differential forms, the author deduces 
directly the existence of formal energy of any symplectic scheme for Hamiltonian systems, which 
is represented as a power series in the stepsize of the scheme and thus shows that any symplec- 
tic scheme conserves a formal energy which approximates the original Hamiltonian energy with 
its accuracy order, but the original energy cannot always be conserved (Section 2: Theorem 1; 
Remark 1). According to Theorem 1, the revertible symplectic schemes are characterized (Sec- 
tion 2: Corollary 1 and 2). Theorem 2 (Section 2) gives the formulae for calculation of the first 
three terms of formal energy, then a few examples are displayed. For the composition of any 
two symplectic schemes, the author obtains the formulae of the first three terms of its formal 
energy (Section 2: Theorem 3), which will be useful. Finally, as an application of Theorem 3, 
two examples are given. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES 
As in [lo-121, we can expand G7(Z) as a power series in step-size T as follows: 
G’(Z) = E ?Gi(Z). 
2=0 
(4 
If the scheme is of order s, then the corresponding step-transition operator G’ can be written 
in the following form: 
dZLkl 
where ZE1 = Z, ZL1 = JVH(Z), ZEkfl’ = SZel, 5 = 1,2, . . . . Sometimes, for simplicity, 
Zi is also written as Zlll in the sequel. 
Combining (5) with (4), we obtain further a expansion of G’(Z): 
GT(Z) = E $Z;' + E T%$)(Z), 
i=O i=s+1 
(6) 
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)I 
(7) 
= J + TS+l { [aG;;z)]T J+ J [dG~/z)]} +o(p+2), 
BZi 
where (Zi), stands for - and Azz or (A)zz stands for the Hessian of function A in the 
sequel. If the original scher%iH symplectic, then from (a), (7), we have 
[aGyl(z)]TJ+J [“yiz)] =o (nullmatrix). 
Let W(Z) = -JG$!l(Z) ( o b viously J-’ = JT = -J), then (8) can be rewritten 
so differential l-form 
R = WrdZ1 +. * - + w2ndz,, 
is closed. The Poincare Lemma (refer to [13]) tells us that 
If we denote H,(Z) = Cfz, (sb wi(rZ) dr) Zi, then 
G!“),(Z) = JVH,(Z) = Zl’] H,’ 
Let 
@) = H + T’&, 
then 
G’(Z) = E $Zi;’ + ..+‘Z$! + E #G!“)(Z) 
i=O . i=s+2 
s+l 
= c ;z[cs, +ff #Gj’+l)(Z). 
i=o i=s+2 
Similarly, we have 
(8) 
as 
(9) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Repeating the process above, it turns out that there exists a smooth function H,+l(Z), such that 
G!“=,‘)(Z) = JVH,+l(Z) = Z$+,. 
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Furthermore, we have Hs+ar Hs+3,. . . , So, we can conclude the following: 
THEOREM 1. For any symplectic scheme (with steptransition operator G’) with order s, there 
exist a sequence of smooth functions: 
Hs,Hs+lrHs+z,... 
such that G’ is the map of the phase Aow gb when t is evaluated T, i.e., 
(14) 
with Hamiltonian 
il- = H + rSH, + T~+‘H~+~ + 7S+2Hsf2 +. . . (15) 
Conversely, any scheme determined by (14) and (15) is symplectic with order s (Hs # 0). 1 
It turns out that for sufficiently small time stepsize T such that series (15) converges, the points 
of the trajectory of the symplectic scheme G’ 
.Z,G’(Z),G’oG’(Z),... 
remain on the energy surface i? = constant. 
REMARK 1. In the general case, the trajectory of G’ does not conserve the original energy H. 
For example, when H is completely nonintergrable (i.e., there exists, in the sense of functional 
independence, no first integral but itself), if G’ conserves this H exactly (as pointed out by Ge 
(see [14,15]), then in the point of view of geometry, it is the time advance map for the exact 
Hamiltonian system up to a reparameterization of time. This conclusion also comes, in the point 
of view of analysis, out of Theorem 1. 
In fact, if G’ conserves this H exactly, then {H,fi} = (VH)TJ(Vg) = 0, from the arbi- 
trary of T, it turns out that {H, H,.} = 0, T = s, s + 1, s + 2,. . . . Considering the complete 
- nonintergrability of H, we obtain H, = q,.(H), th us H = W(H), obviously the derivative 
(*I’)’ (H) = 1 + O(9) # 0. Therefore, for given r, W(H) = constant ==+ H = constant = h, 
and VP’(H) = (aT)’ (h)VH. A ccording to Lemma 2 in [lo], the expansion of 2: in terms of 
i? contains 1 times Ofi. So far, we obtain 
(16) 
where ? = (Q”)’ (h)r. 
From (14), we have 
I 
(G’)-1 (2) = F k&z 
i=O ’ 
and 
G-‘(Z) = E (-,+zE, 
2. H 
i=o 
(17) 
(18) 
where 
il = H + T’( - l)“Hs + T’+‘( - l)‘+‘Hs+~ + T’+‘( - 1)S+2H,+2 + ... (19) 
COROLLARY 1. With the assumptions in Theorem 1, the scheme characterized by G’ is revertible 
iff the terms with odd subscripts in the sequence 
H,,H,+l,H,+z,... 
are zero. I 
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COROLLARY 2. All revertible schemes are of even order. 
THEOREM 2. If 
with 
ii =H+?H, +F+lH,+1 +9+2H8+2 -t-'.. , 
then we have 
G s+~ = JVS, 
G a+2 = JTJ%+1+ gw(VII,) + ;J(fL),,J(VH), 
Gs+3 = JV%+z + ; JHzzJ(VK+I) + +J(H,+I),,J(VH) 
+- ~J(VH),,(JVH)(JVH,)+~J(VH,),,(JVH)(JVH) 
+ ~JH~~JH~~J(vH~) + ~JHzzJ(H&,J(Off) + ~J(H&,J&zJWQ 
35 
I 
(20) 
I 
According to the formulae in (20), we give the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The mid-point rule T,7: 
Z+Z 
%.z+TJVH 2 
( i 
(21) 
is symplectic with order 2, obviously it is revertible 1161. The corresponding formal energy is 
-&Hz3 (&I')2 .Zf2j + &Hz2 (Zi'l)' (22) 
+ O(7q. 
EXAMPLE 2. Runge-Kutta scheme T;: 
.Z= ~+~J[vH(K~)+vH(K~)] 
KI=Z+;J[~VH(KI)+~VH(K~)~ 
K2 =Z+& J[~VH(KI)+~VH(K,)] 
(23) 
is symplectic with order 2, and revertible [17]. The corresponding formal energy is 
j&2?Hz* 
288 
EXAMPLE 3. Runge-Kutta scheme T;: 
Z=~+~J[VH(K~)+~VH(K~)] 
KI =z+ $J[2vH(Kl)+2(2- @VH(K2)] 
KZ =z+ $~[(2+ ~Z)VH(K~)+ ~vH(K~)] 
(25) 
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is symplectic with order 3, but irrevertible [17]. The corresponding formal energy is 
74 - 
144 x 80 
Hz4 
-I- 0(T5). 
EXAMPLE 4. High-order mid-point rule Tl: 
Z=Z++JVH +~JV [(JvH)~(JvH)] 
is symplectic with order 4, and revertible [lS]. The corresponding formal energy is 
+ O(P). 
EXAMPLE 5. Runge-Kutta scheme T,7: 
/ 
Z = 2 + S J[VH(IG) + VH(K~)], 
KI = 2 + &J [3VH(Kl) + (3 - Z&)VH(Kz)] , 
K2=2+ $ J [ (3 + 2&9VH(K1) + 3VH(&)] , 
is symplectic with order 4, and revertible [17]. The corresponding formal energy is 
ii=- 
+ 0(T6). 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
3. FURTHER RESULT 
THEOREM 3. Suppose P(Z) and G’(Z) are two schemes of order s (2 2)) and the corresponding 
energies are 
F = H + FPs + Y+lPs+l + rS+2PS+2 + . . . , (31) 
0 = H + T’Q, + T’+~Q~+~ + T’+~Q~+~ + . . . , (32) 
then 
and 
where 
Gp”’ o Fx’(Z) = c +co [(A +P)+ # i! v, 
i=o 
5 = H + [(A + &]’ u, + [(A + ,+]s+l us+1 + [(A + c1)T]s+2 u,+2 + . . . , 
(33) 
u 
.9 
= A’+‘P, + p’+lQs 
(A + p)s+l ’ 
u 
Xs+2Ps+1 + pS+2Q s+l 
s+1= 
(X+p)5+2 
u Xs+3P,+2 + ~=+~Qs+2 9+2 = 
(A + p)s+3 
+ XP(VH>~JVW’.. - 11'Qs) 
2(X +p)s+2 ' 
+ X~(VH)TJV(X”+‘P,+~ - $+lQs+~) 
2(X + p)s+3 
(35) I 
+ XP(P - A)(VH)TJ (V { (VH)TJ [V(W - ,'Q,)]}) 
12(X + p)s+3 
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PROOF. Providing 
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G’(Z) = 5 $# + E &(z), 
id) . i=s+l 
then it is easy to prove that 
= E ++! + (PT)~+~G,+, + (~T)‘+~G,+~ + (pT)S+3G,+3 + o(Ts+3 
i=o . )1 
(36) 
+ rs+l [~“+lFs+,(Z) + ~‘+~G+l(z)] 
+ T3+2 
[ 
Xs+2F,+2(Z) 
+ +-3 
[ 
+ XB+l&Z’[ll),F,+@‘) + Xps+l(G,+~)ZZ[ll + pSf2G,+2(Z)] 
X8+3$’ 
9+3(Z) + As+2p(Z~11)zF,+2(~) + Xs+2~(Z111)zzZ[11F,+1(Z) 
+ T(Zf2])zFs+~(Z) + T(G,+1).Z[2] 
+ T (G,+~)&[‘]Z[‘] + X~s+2(G~+&Z[11 + @+3Gs+3(Z)] . 
According to Theorem 2, comparing (36) with (33), (34), we obtain 
(x + /L)s+l JVU, = XsflF,+l(Z) + /~~+~Gs+l(z), (37.1) 
= X”+2Fs+2(z> + Xs+‘~(Z[ll)zFs+~(Z) + Ap’+l (G,+I),Z[~] + /J’+~G~+~(Z), 
(37.2) 
and 
(A + P)‘+~ [JW,, + ; JHzz J(W+I) + ; J(Us+dzz J(VW 
+ ~J(vI~),,(J~~)(.J~U~) + ~J(vu,),,(nm)(Jv~) 
+ ;JHzzJHzzJ(Vu,) + ;J&zJ(Us),,J(VH) + ;J(U,),zJ&zJ(VH) 
= ~I’+~F,+~(Z) + XS+2p(Z[1]),F,+z(Z) + X”+2p(Z[1]),zZ[11Fs+,(Z) 
1 (37.3) 
+ ~(Z[21)zFs+l(Z) + v(G,+,)zZizl 
+ ~(G,,l)zzZ[llZ[ll + ApS+2(Gs+2)zZ[11 + /L’+~G,+~(Z). 
However, from Theorem 2, (20) yields 
XS+lFs+l(Z) + ps+l G,+l(Z) = X’+‘JVP, + $+lJVQ,q = JV(X”++, + @+‘Qs) (38.1) 
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and 
XS+2F,+Q)+ X9+1~(Z111)ZF,+1(Z)+X/1S+1(G,+1)ZZ111 + /J~+~G,+~(Z) 
= xs+2 Jvp~,l+~~HzzJVP,+~~(~,)ZZJ~~ [ 1 + XS+lp(Z[l])ZJVP, +Xps+lJ(VQ,),Z['] 
+~s+~ JvQ,+l+i JH~~ JVQ.+~ J(Q,),, JVH 1 (38.2) 
= JV 
[ 
X"+2P,+1 +p s+~Q~+~+ ~(vH)~JvP,+ F(vQ.)~J~TH)] 
+ ~JH~~Jv(AS+~P~ +p5+Q9)+ +J(x~+~P, + ~S+lQs),,~~H. 
So far, we get at once the first and second equations in (35); by more tedious but straightforward 
calculation, we get the last one. I 
As an application of Theorem 3, two examples are given as follows: 
EXAMPLE 6. Composition scheme T,(“2)’ o T,(“2)T has formal energy 
v = - 14;;216 Hz2 (Z[l]) 2 
+ ,,,‘:: 64HZ3 (Z[l]) 3 + 144T; 32 Hz2 ( I(~]Z~~]) 
(39) 
+ 14425;;04x 32Hz4 (Z”‘)4 + 1442;zx 32Hza (Zi11)2Z[2] 
2417~~ 
+ 
1442 x 10 x 32 
Hz2 (Z'2')2 +O(T~). 
EXAMPLE 7. Composition scheme T,(1’2)’ o T,(“2)’ has formal energy 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
v;=- 1374 74 144 x 120 x 32 Hz4 144 x 10 x 32 Hz3 
7r4 
- 
144 x 10 x 32 
Hzz (Z'2')2 + O(T"). 
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